Utilizing K band microwave technology the Eagle is universally compatible with all swinging, bi-folding and automatic doors while avoiding any interference from cell phones and CB radios.

The Eagle’s technologically advanced microprocessor screens out interferences caused by rain, snow, radio frequency and header vibration. Slower moving individuals are also protected by the Eagle’s highly sensitive 2.2 inches per second motion detection feature.

While exceeding ANSI standards and meeting FCC requirements the Eagle also employs sophisticated motion tracking technology for unidirectional sensing when energy conservation is critical.

The adjustable 3-D planar antenna assures the activation pattern is positioned precisely where it needs to be according to traffic conditions.
The Eagle’s flat antenna provides a stable detection that can detect people approaching the door from odd angles.

The Eagle offers extra immunity protection for precise activation zones needed on swinging doors.

The Eagle provides a very wide and deep activation field, excellent for revolving doors.

**Applications**

- Removable plug connector
- Remote controlled receiver
- Serial communication connector
- LED (detection indication)
- Sensitivity adjustment buttons
- Antenna bracket front adjustment
- Planar antenna (wide or narrow)
- Rotating drum for lateral adjustment
- Remote Control

**Related Products**

- Eagle RCA
- Bodyguard
- 24VAC
- Bodymount
- SBK30
- SuperScan
- DE Harness
- Eagle ERC

**Contact Information**

**BEA Inc.**
RIDC Park West
100 ENTERPRISE DRIVE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15275

PHONE 1.412.249.4100
FAX 1.888.523.2462
TOLL FREE 1.800.5 BEA INC

**BEA West**
190 East Arrow Highway Suite A
San Dimas, CA 91773-3314

FAX 1.888.523.2462
TOLL FREE 1.877.232.9378